AMENDMENT TO RULES COMM. PRINT 115–70

OFFERED BY MR. POE OF TEXAS

Add at the end of subtitle B of title XII the following:

SEC. 12. TERMINATION OF DESIGNATION OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN AS A MAJOR NON-NATO ALLY.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Effective beginning on the date of the enactment of this Act—

(1) the designation of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan as a major non-NATO ally pursuant to section 517(a)(1) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2321k(a)(1)) or any other provision of law is hereby terminated; and

(2) the President may not issue a separate designation of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan as a major non-NATO ally pursuant to such section 517(a)(1) or any other provision of law unless the President transmits to Congress a certification described in subsection (b).

(b) CERTIFICATION.—A certification described in this subsection is a certification that contains a determination of the President that Pakistan is not providing military,
financial, or logistical support to Specially Designated Global Terrorists.